
Executive Committee Meeting - 24-01-2022
Attendance: AW (President), IC (FCO), KM (VP), EW (Social Chair), JS
(PG&M), JG (Senior Welfare), ZH (Librarian), EM (JCR Chair), LH (PR
Officer), TB (Facilities), CL (Outreach Chair), DM (Communities Chair)

Apologies:  JW (Sports & Socs)

Location: SCR with TB, ZH on zoom

Agenda:

Updates

Post Offer Visit days

Expectations

College AV Equipment

House 8 study room

Upcoming elections

AOB

*Minutes Pass*

LH is too keen for the exec
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Updates

AW: Welcome to the first meeting of term, let's introduce DM our WCS Rep and newly
elected communities chair.

DM warmly but awkwardly welcomed by AW, much joy with DM being here though

AW: Updates, go!

LH: Nothing much to happen bc SU keeps cancelling, haven't had an SU comm meeting but
there is one ion wednesday with focus on free speech bill

DM: For WCS society started back up, campaigns over christmas with welfare, SWD doing
study buddies, LGBTQ+  rep doing pride formal and comm comm doing edi comm

JG: Drop ins, sexual health supply and working on welfare officer rotation wth Collingwood
and CH doing drop ins

JS: Not a lot, new pres comm chairs aren't doing anything so haven't had a meeting and
haven't heard from the SU. Had a meeting with TW to talk about events going forward with
different academic events and pg formal going ahead as well as more social events

EM: Govcomm, elections, usual business with big meeting on sunday - all going relatively
smoothly. Spent a lot of hours on standing orders updates

IC: Picked out furniture for house 12, looking at house 8 and spoke to TW with it. Spoke with
potential FCO candidates, been working with boat club

EW: Doing refreshers stuff and feast prep is going well - getting a new ticketing platform
with tickets on friday hopefully

TB: In process of organising another gym induction, going to be teching a lot of the
refreshers events, tried to sort a camera out too

CL: Had a committee meeting and planned the term with Cuth’s Take Me Out and the
summer trip. Had a meeting with college too to talk about events

ZH: Hiring volunteers who missed the deadline, looking for new furniture, cataloging books
and looking for donations

AW: Been to interesting meetings with EM nad TW with alumni stuff, went to the bar comm
meeting with inconclusive conclusions, went to WSE comm and they said nothing so major
agenda points for them in the last three meetings of the year

KM: A lot of committee meetings, a lot of graphic design - I have found my calling, been
doing a lot of stash, normal stash order open but wanting to do an alternative range and
getting a contract sorted with player layer
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Post Offer Visit days

JR has been invited for this agenda point

AW: Has everyone seen the agenda points? There is a summary document with the current
climate. Email from head of student recruitment and there's a few points to highlight. The
whole thing is in response to over allocation issues this year and so they have decided you
will only be allocated your college after you firm your offer. You will probably have seen the
article where we were the most consistently popular choice - we are incredibly
oversubscribed. We don't normally have more than 80 people coming to POVDs, sometimes
100 but could be 50 a night. They also don't have rooms for people to stay in. The uni does
not advertise the ability to do the reclaim and so it's very inaccessible - we will probably get
about 20 people who will come here anyway but they are likely to end up somewhere that is
not Cuth’s. They normally cost us 1k to run and this would require 15-20 open day reps and
the college has offered £500 but that doesnt cover costs and we provide tech and things. They
want us to give a ‘general experience of college life’ rather than a specific college experience

EM: Depends which college we are trying to mimic

JR: Bit of a joke to make us provide just a general experience considering most won't end up
to Cuth’s. I initially thought we should make Cuth’s look good but kind of pointless as we
always are popular. In previous years we have 35 reps with the President, head frep and
incoming President. For reps 15-20 would be plenty for this year and we have the same time
slot for evening events 7:30-11 for the two nights, we normally do white t-shirt and silent
disco but up for debate now that numbers are lower

EM: This will be a shitshow - it is fucked on a college level and a departmental level too.
Physics deparement and all of them has been fucked by the uni. Weep now. I think we should
do the best we can and people will have a good time. I think we sack off the general durham
experience and provide the cuths experience. I think we should do what we want to do and
provide what we think would be a good few days

IC: I think in general, in terms of a cost to benefit aspect the money we put into this is money
from reserves which is made up of levy payments and so we have to think about are we
spending in the way we should be and does it align with our charitable aims. It feels like this
is just a general advertisement for the uni rather than for future students of Cuth’s. I don't
know how much it costs for an individual to come to an offer holder day but I don't think it is
worth it

DM: The people that need to come as the ones who are unsure and if that is kids coming from
low income background and are faced with this massive paywall i don't really see the point
and it just seems like a money grabbing scheme from the uni and does not benefit those who
need it

AW: From JC (PVC) he showed us stats at pres forum and the majority of those who come to
POVDs are from higher income brackets and agreed we need to be doing more from those
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lower income backgrounds and that POVDs are not the way to do it. But I disagree, I think
they are the away to do it but just not the way that they are currently done

EM: It is shady that they don't advertise the reclaims, we have limited scope as we can’t
contact those who are visiting

AW: With all the costs it is just inaccessible

JS: I think it would be a real shame not to do them but if the uni is prepared to change them
this much then they cannot expect the JCR to foot the bill - it is not for us to spend £1k for
literally no Cuth’s students

AW: I don’t think we should do them at all. I have two main concerns - it is not in line with
our charitable aims and if you do try to make the argument that it is from a personal
development for reps perspective, the cost is not justified. Secondly, we would be missing the
chase to make a point about it. We have continually requested more money from them and the
best we ever got was £300 from uni and £500 from college but that is not the extent of the
budget as it requires 3-4 days of planning on my part, a day of work from the FCO, and time
to do the days as well as hours of the volunteers time. True cost if we billed them for our
hours it would be around £6k but they only give us £12k a year so they would never give us
that. I don't think we should do them and we are uniquely positioned as an independent
charity to not do them

EM: I vaguely agree about the point - if we go to them and say no will we have them come
back to us wanting to renegotiate or not? Something that has worried me is losing
institutional knowledge and the knowledge of running events and I think this year we have
pulled it back from the brink. Only the fourth years would have had the opportunity to run
one of these and none of us have. I don't this it is a solid reason to do it but if we don't do it
this year we could lose the idea of them all together

AW: First point on renegotiation, I severely doubt they would offer us anything else based on
the meeting with recruitment office where they went off at common rooms but I think we
would get a statement on future years

JS: We have pres forum on friday and let's imagine JC has an epiphany and gives common
rooms the money. What do you imagine happening then? If you did say no and not do them i
imagine college will still want to provide it so what happens if we don't and how will that
affect us

AW: Spoke to CI and college would be expected to run something and make a decision by the
7th and said if we don’t they will run talks and attempt to do tours just between her and TW,
they’ll attempt dinner but no social events with the opportunity to go the bar

JR: Colleges are expected to do drop in hours at points in the day so I assume they would
focus on that

AW: It won't negatively affect our relationship with college. CI was concerned about promo
stuff as they use a lot of our photos and videos - she got that it is not fair for us and this point
has been made by college VPs and sent to JC. The funding point, I think this a question for
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the exec - how much would we want? £800? More? Do we want to be paid? Do we want to
pay the reps?

JS: The pres forum debate about freps getting paid was a huge and I think JC got that there is
the sentiment that student labour should be paid for

JR: Open day reps being paid is more like what other unis do

EM: Student ambassadors are paid

AW: If the uni starts paying people they will want more control over how things are done and
this is the danger. In the case of open days they could go and say they just want open day
ambassadors and that is it - they are useless

IC: The issue with that anyway is that it has become a discussion of ‘welcome to Durham’
not a ‘welcome to Cuth’s’

JS: If they wont give us the money and expect them to be done then we do it in the way that
is in line with our charitable aims. If they want it done in their way they need us to pay

EW: On the traditions and knowledge point: I planned the michaelmas ball with a committee
who had never been to a ball and with a thorough handover they would be fully equipped to
keep up traditions in two years time - I don't think that is a justified reason to put them on

AW: Thoughts KM?

KM: I don’t want us to put them on - I think we genuinely can’t with our charitable aims. I
think we need to not do them and make a statement to lobby the university to reverse these
plans for allocation in the future. It is not good for students welfare when you are in year 13,
stressed about A-levels and the university are making you rank all 17 colleges and then you
don’t even know where you are going until two weeks before you arrive. It’s not on and it’s
so pointless for us, I can see the benefit for other colleges to still hold them and put effort in
because they aren’t as popular and known. However we aren’t even meant to be giving a
college specific experience, “the general durham experience” sorry but what the fuck is that
and the whole benefit of a collegiate system is that everywhere is so different with a different
culture

AW: I dread a student goes to Castle for the open day and then comes to Cuth’s

JS: Same thing could be said for nearly every other college too

AW: They will come here and we will shit on other colleges and then they leave

KM: They come to an independent common room and then end up at a DSO. They need to
fuck off the 17 preference systems

AW: It should be first, second, third

JS: If these people are offered different colleges to where they visit at the open days imagine
how uncomfortable it would be if they come to Cuth’s and end up at south which is in
national news
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KM: Coming to university is already an anxiety inducing time but not knowing exactly where
you are going and the cost of that until 2 weeks before you move is horrendous for students
wellbeing

DM: Yeah it happened to me when in February we had our college, had a groupchat and were
making friends and then the reallocation happened and it was so awkward. You’d been
forming connections and thought you’d know people and then just didn’t

AW: We have been discussing it for 40 minutes and we all seem to agree

JS: Are you and other Presidents going in at the same angle

AW: Yes, JM (Aidan’s President) is writing a statement to emphasise DM’s point of this is
not for the students who actually need it most and tacked on will be charitable aims and
funding ect but that will be the main point For some decisions, presuming nothing changes is
the conclusion that we don't run the POVDs?

All in agreement

AW: If JC agrees to pay reps, pay mine and IC’s salaries and invoice them for everything -
are we happy to run them as a JCR?

EW: Can we stipulate that they have to advertise the reclaim better?

JS: Also depends if they make us run them a certain way

IC: I think even if we are getting paid we still are running them for the students who don’t
need them as much

CL: How much control would they have?

AW: I think it is very unlikely so hard to say but I’d say college would want to be strict with
our tours and talks and sign off on events

KM: Would defo not be allowed out policalt message on the tshirts

AW: Even if they pay us it's still a bad idea?

All in agreement

AW: Should we lobby them to go back to the old allocation system?

KM: Yes, can have a ranking of top 3

AW: There is a secondary consideration whether we do something in place of POVDs and I
think we should do something to consolidate our place through social media

Expectations

AW: Pride formal and college are letting us run the whole thing, no college officers on high
table. Just need to make sure it does not descend into chaos in the absence of TW so if you
are thinking of going let me know so we can just be hyper vigilant about breaking any of the
formal rules like getting up when staff is serving. For feast, its feb 25th and is the one event
where the exec is expected to set up a lot as there is an entire day of set up and there will be
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various tasks during the vent like moving tables an things and then we need people to help
tidy up as the event winds down but please block out the 25th

JG: Collingwood welfare are happy to welfare it

College AV Equipment

AW: There is a folder about this

IC: £38K is the big total cost

JS: On what planet does a projector and screen cost 38k?

TB: A good projector can cost 10k and they have to follow uni regulations on what they can
buy

JS: How big is it?

AW: Big !

Big discussion about how tall in relation to KM, in conclusion a little bit taller than KM and
two KM’s lying down wide

AW: College asked if we would contribute and I said I would have to talk to my exec

KM: I have said 3k max and min 2k

JG: I would agree

KM: I don't think it is high enough in students priorities to justify contributing any more than
that

JS: How much does she expect?

AW: She asked the alumni association for 10k and they said no and have given her nothing

KM: Does she expect us to give 15k?

AW: Could not gauge whether she wanted us to give more or less than them

JS: How much are our reserves?

AW: Huge, we could buy about 7 or 8 of these

KM: Is it a good use of money when the dining hall will likely be remodelled?

JG: It's in  the dining hall? I thought it would be at parsons with the new build. Not the most
accessible space for students

IC: Exactly it is not accessible for all Cuth’s students

KM: Most don't know you can use the dining hall

JS; Could we caveat that those spaces are then also ours? It is not a bad facility to have
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AW: I think it is a weak facility to have

EM: Why is it not in the brooks building

AW: I can raise all these concerns with TW tomorrow and I think they are in summary,
parsons fields, dining hall accessibility, dining hall is just a bit shit. If it goes ahead on the
bailey how much are we willing to give bearing in mind any more than £500 goes to a JCR
meeting? Going to go round the room

JS: 5K

IC:2K

KM:3.5K

DM: 2K

LH: 2K

EM: 3K

CL:3K

TB: 3K

ZH:3K

JS: My point is if we said less than 5k TW would be like r u  taking the piss?

AW: Play with fire gonna get burnt

JS: Just half an hour ago we said we aren't doing open days and they gave us money to fund
house 12 renovations and they are asking money that we feasibly could pay and if we lowball
them I think it would look like taking the piss and create awkwardness

IC: I think it is fair that we need these facilities but it isn't something we have asked for

AW: Colleges get £3million from accommodation costs and hundreds of thousands from
donations and only 50% goes for student accommodation experience and then the rest goes to
other uni pots and things to spend. She is getting some funding from uni estates but isk how
much

IC: We have to keep in mind we have lost money in the last year because of the uni putting
their foot down on us and so I want us to collab with college but uni can always dwarf us
with the amount of money they have

JG: I don't think it will be used a lot - it's not a place to watch movies which is what we see
the JCR using it for

CL: Is this set of equipment set in stone?

AW: Yep and no matter what value I will say this is a hotly debated topic. I am calling a vote
- raise your hand if you are comfortable going to college with this amount
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AW: 500?

no hands

AW: 1000?

no hands

AW: 2000?

hands

AW: 4000?

1 hand

AW: 3000?

hands but less than 2000 hands

AW: So I will offer 2k and then we might go 3k

House 8 Study Room Furniture

AW: Current plan is to purchase these brown sofas that are vinyl and the sofas currently in
there will go to house 12 lounge and then get other things for the space. I want ideas and will
do an insta poll. I want a TV bigger than Chad’s so we can have the biggest TV in Durham -
it will be pushed as a space that is not just for house 8. Any objections to the big tv?

JS: How much?

AW: £600/700

EW: Get a quote for one that we want and then one bigger than Chad’s

AW: Facilities working group suggested a games table and will do a poll on which table kind
of table

JS: Air hockey is camp

JG: Ooo a football table

TB: A quiz machine could be cool

AW: Okay we will do an internal poll and then an insta poll. Any other suggestions for the
space. I want a good speaker

KM: Not one that house 8 can steal

EM: Sound bar!

LH about the house 12 coffee table that they think is the house 8 one, AW corrects them but
this is said:
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LH: I feel like that is the kind of table people would leave gross shit in the slit

JS: Dance machine is a serious suggestion

AW: In two minds about games console - am more keen for one at brooks than bailey

Upcoming elections

AW: Obviously meeting on sunday and then regular intervals after that. You are expected to
be neutral during elections and meetings - if someone is talking in their hust try and moderate
body language, comments and behaviour. Don't over laugh at one candidate if they are funny,
don't walk out to go to the loo in one candidates hust - think about what you do before you do
it. People will complain about anything is there is the slightest perception if exec is seemed to
be biased, there were genuine complaints last year

EM: If govcomm finds that anyone is not being neutral then that candidate will have votes
deducted. If people can come at 6/6:30 as we are short on govcomm and one of the JRO’s has
covid so can provide extra pizza if you help

AW: Please be mindful of your behaviour in exec elections and that includes conversations
outside of meetings so keep your opinion to yourself. Instagram takeovers - LH?

LH: You will all have to do some after the presidential meeting - do what KM did as hers was
the best. Pick a day when you are doing a lot of exec stuff and let people ask questions, it is
better to have too much in there than too little and try to remember to highlight it

AW: Tag any relevant pages too. With finding successors please actively approach people you
think would be good in your role, you can't say I think you would be better. Actively
approach as many people as you can and just message people like have you considered it
even if it is a long shot. I would like to see every single election contested

AOB

AW: It is looking like there will be an inter exec formal in the next few weeks so please come

JS: We haven't put any dates in for research events just yet but they are for everyone so it
would great if they were advertised and attended by you guys

EW: Come to refreshers events this week they are for all years

EM: Can I propose govcomm budget to be increased by 100

Passed on a General Aye
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